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Outlook for Aid 

THE World Bank and its two affiliates — the International Development 
Association and the International Finance Corporation provide 

something like one eighth of total official international development assistance. 
but their annual meetings provide the occasion for a general dialogue on aid 
and allied problems between the donor countries (excluding the Soviet group 
and China, of course) and the beneficiaries. The former, very rightly, per
mit themselves some modest self-congratulation and, equally rightly, lecture 
the aid-receivers on the need to husband their own resources more effective
ly. Also, inevitably though less rightly, they extol the virtues of private en
terprise and bid the governments of the developing countries to make evary 
effort for its encouragement. The developing countries, in their turn, are 
grateful for the assistance they receive, but air their many problems; fluctuat
ing or declining export earnings, widening balance of payments deficits 
and insufficient aid to cover them, leading to their inability to plan for sa
tisfactory rates of growth. 

The complaints should be if anything more insistent this year, though 
not against the World Bank and its affiliates themselves. The year ended 
June 1965 was the most active in the history of the World Bank group, 
with total loans, credits and other commitments amounting to $1.358 million 
or over a fifth higher than in the previous year. Almost the entire increase 
was on account of the World Bank whose commitments exceeded $1,000 
million for the first time — being $1,023 million against $810 million last 
year. The comparatively small increase of $26 million in the IDA's assist
ance, however, is a warning that the organisation is once again approaching 
the l imit of its resources. 

The distribution of assistance wil l no doubt cause some dissatisfaction; 
African countries in particular are not likely to regard the Bank's munifi
cence to our country, Nigeria, as having made up the neglect of their con 
tinent against which they had angrily complained at Tokyo last September. 
The developing countries as a group may justifiably question the generosity 
to Japan and Italy who between them got slightly less than one-fourth of all 
World Bank assistance last year. Japan got three loans totalling $125 mil
lion and was thus the second largest beneficiary after India, and Italy was 
only just behind with $100 million. Neither is a 'developing' country and 
both have strong enough payments positions to have accepted the obli
gations of Article V I I I of the IMF Agreement and rendered their currencies 
freely convertible. Technically there is nothing to prevent the Bank from 
financing whom it pleases, yet it needs to be asked why it chose to allocate 
so considerable a chunk of its resources last year to two countries which, 
relatively speaking, can very well take care of themselves — and this at a 
time when, according to the Bank's own reckoning, international develop
ment assistance is running well below what the genuine developing coun
tries need and what they can profitably use. 

However, it is not these errors of omission and commission — if they 
can be so described — which should mast claim the attention of the aid 
givers and receivers assembled this week at Washington. What should is 
the fact that the proportion of the developed countrise' national product 
which is devoted to international assistance seems to be actually diminishing, 
instead of increasing. As the World Bank's annual report notes, the major 
industrial countries recorded very satisfactory rates of growth in 1964. The 
United States, enjoying the fourth year of continuous prosperity, increased 
its total output by as much as 5 per cent: in the UK output rose by over 
5.5 per cent — the highest rate on record in the post-war period; in Eu
rope the long-sustained expansion continued without interruption and aggre
gate output rose by more than 5 per cent; and Japan achieved a growth 
rate of 10 per cent demonstrating that the expansionary forces of the last 
decade still retain much of their momentum. Against this picture of rapid 
growth of their resources, financial assistance from the developed countries 
after a substantial rise in the latter part of 1950's has increased very little 
over the last four years. Official bilateral assistance from the developed 
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countries, other than the communist 
countries, remained at $6 billion both 
in 1963 and 1964. This amounted 
very roughly to less than one-half of 
one per cent of the national product 
of these countries. Obviously, the in
junction of the Economic Committee 
of the UN General Assembly at the 
beginning of the Development Decade 
that the developed countries should 
allocate at least one per cent of their 
national product for aid has been for
gotten completely. 

And as the flow of new assistance 
shows signs of having reached a pla
teau, the burden of debt which the 
developing countries have already ac
cumulated is beginning to exact its 
toll. In 1956 their outstanding interna
tional debt was estimated at just 
under $10 billion; in 1964 it reached 
$33 billion. The annual service burden 
grew even faster, because of rising 
interest rates and accumulation of 
short-term debt. From 1956 to 1964 
it rose over four times, from $800 
million to $3.5 billion. As a result, 
these countries must now devote more 
than a tenth of their foreign exchange 
earnings to debt service; and the pro
portion will rise further. According to 
the World Bank's calculations, amorti
sation, ink-rest and dividends are off
setting the current gross flow of ca-
pital to the developing countries from 
all sources by half, and will continue 
to offset it at an accelerating rate. 

To forestall this catastrophic even
tuality two things need to be done. 
First, steps have to be taken to re
duce the burden of servicing existing 
debt. Here an adequate progressive 
increase in the annual gross flow of 
aid will serve the purpose as well as 
a rephasing of interest payment and 
amortisation, but since the aid-autho
rising agencies in the aid giving coun
tries are less likely to miss what they 
haven't sot, a moratorium on debt 
servicing will be the surer way of 
helping developing countries. Second, 
fresh development assistance must be 
on such terms as will not add un
bearably to the burden of debt ser
vicing. Under a proposal advanced by 
the Governor of the Bank of Israel 
funds would be borrowed in private 
capital markets by the IDA or some 
other international agency and re-lent to 
the developing countries on conces
sional terms, made possible by a sys
tem of guarantees by the industrialis
ed countries in support of such 
borrowing and the establishment of 
an Interest equalisation fund' to 
which they would contribute amounts 
required to subsidise the difference 

between the borrowing and lending 
rates. 

Whatever the artifice adopted it is 
clear that if net transfer of resources 
from the developed to the developing 
countries is to be even maintained 
at the present inadequate levels with
out raising the gross flows required to 

unrealistically high levels (unrealistic 
not by the capacity of the developed 
countries but by the experience so 
far) the terms of future development 
assistance will have to be very diffe
rent from those governing the bulk 
of it so far. Right now the terms are 
just not easing fast enough. 

Magic Words—without Arsenic? 
T H E news reports that one gets 

from New Delhi about the Gov
ernment's deliberations on the so-
called defence orientation of the eco
nomy read more and more as original 
contributions to the literature of 
absurdity. Thus one learns from the 
Congress Working Committee that 
relentless efforts should be made on 
two fronts—on the production side, a 
quick rise in output through crash 
programmes, and on the consumption 
side, implementation of an austerity 
plan to restrain demand. The Com
mittee, after deliberating for three full 
hours over these two lines of action 
ended by deciding to issue a call to the 
nation to forgo a meal a week as a 
part of the austerity drive! Its other 
suggestion is that the Centre should 
despatch teams of experts to the diff
erent States to work out on the spot 
programmes to increase production of 
food. This is not a very fresh or ori
ginal proposal; as a matter of fact is 
it not one of the first things thought 
of and done every time (here is some 
crisis or other? Again, it is reported 
that the Defence Ministry has been 
asked to estimate its requirements 
during the Fourth Plan. The assump
tion obviously is that it is possible to 
make such estimates. Why, one may 
wonder, were not these estimates made 
while the work on the Fourth Plan 
was originally undertaken? After all, 
the present situation with Pakistan is 
not at all something that has appeared 
out of nowhere, if it was not possible 
to anticipate in 1964 what might he 
the country's defence requirements in 
1965, how is it possible to estimate in 
1965 what they will be in 1966 or in 
1967? 

Yet another press report informs us 
that the Central Government is greatly 
impressed with the idea that one way 
of offsetting the likely inflationary 
effects of increased defence expendi
ture is to ask the public and the pri
vate sectors to curtail expenditure and 
to expect restraint on private spend
ing. Characteristically, there are no 
concrete programmes, excepting hints 
about deferred payments in terms of 
defence savings certificates. The naive 

observer cannot but wonder again and 
again: if all this scope was there for 
increased production, decreased pri
vate spending and increased public 
expenditure without price rise, why 
were they not taken advantage of in 
the name of economic development 
and why are they now found so easily 
implementable when the task is de
fence? 

Apart from news reports of this 
type there is very little that is as yet 
known about the final shape of the 
Fourth Plan. The National Develop
ment Council which met on Septem
ber 6 authorised the Prime Minister 
to reorient the Fourth Plan according 
to his own discretion. On September 
24 the Prime Minister is reported to 
have sent a note to the Planning 
Commission asking it to work out a 
reappraisal of the country's plans and 
policies. If anything got done during 
the 20 days that the Prime Minister 
took to ask the Planning Commission 
to take up the work, nothing of it is 
known to the public. 

Apart from the series of announce-
ties to anything, about the preference 
to be shown to defence oriented indus
tries, the only official announcement 
of importance is that the outlay dur
ing the first year of the Fourth Plan 
would be cut by 10 per cent. Enthu
siasm for the idea mooted after the 
Chinese aggression of 1962 that 
defence and development are mutually 
complementary and development 
should not slow down because of de
fence orientation has obviously given 
place to the more realistic, if fatalis
tic, acceptance of slower economic 
growth. 

A step seems to have been taken 
in the matter of defining the defence-
oriented industries. The criteria, it has 
been stated, is to secure an urgent 
increase in the supply of goods which 
are required for (a) purposes of de
fence including civil defence; (b) main
tenance of essential requirements of 
the civil population, and (c) conserv
ing foreign exchange by import sub
stitution and increased exports. Vague 
though the first two objectives are, 
they are at least identification as tasks. 
How the conservation of foreign ex-


